Sharples DS - 706

Introducing

the Sharples DS 706 Super Decanter Centrifuge, stainless steel
construction, single lead conveyor, adjustable liquid plate dams, 95:1 gearbox capable of 200
-300 gallons per minute in municipal applications. This unit has a 300 hp main drive and 100
hp back drive.
Our electrical control panel features full variable frequency drive (VFD) capabilities on all
motors to help you handle your fluid control requirements. Additionally, the panels are
enclosed by insulated control buildings equipped with various distribution capabilities all
powered by one source connection. Each panel is equipped with VFDs for the bowl, the back
drive, feed pump, and polymer pump.

Mechanical Specification
Bowl Diameter

29"

Gear Box Ratio

95 to 1

Bowl Length

120"

Main Motor Size

300 H.P.

Backdrive Motor Size

100 H.P.

Maximum Design Speed
G-Force

2600 RPM
2800

Gear Box Size

180,000 in-lbs

* Power Requirements 250 AMPS (480 Volt, 3 Phase)

Printed in Canada

Past Projects
Water Treatment
Santa Clara Valley Water District—Los Gatos, CA

In 2007 Pace was awarded an eighteen month centrifuge rental
contract at the SCVWD facility in Los Gatos, CA. The project
specified a machine that was capable of handling 150-300 gallons
per minute of 2-6% (alum and ferric) sludge with the capabilities of
achieving 3,000 dry lbs per hour of solids production. For this
application, the DS-706 is an excellent choice as the large bowl
diameter and the long bowl length allow for large processing
capabilities while not compromising centrate quality.

Waste Water Treatment
Detroit Water and Sewerage Department—Detroit, MI

Pace utilized two DS-706 centrifuges and a PM-76,000 centrifuge on
two separate one year occasions for online dewatering projects for
the City of Detroit. Each machine processed approximately 300 GPM
of 2-4% sludge yielding cake dryness values of 25-30% on a
primary-secondary blend. For this project, Pace provided a
completely staffed project to operate our mobile dewatering set up.

Industrial Treatment
International Paper—Valliant, OK

Pace rented a DS-706 centrifuge for the dewatering of secondary
sludge to a dewatering contractor for a project at the International
Paper facility in Valliant, OK. The centrifuge processed 3-6% sludge
at a rate of 250 gallons per minute while yielding average cake
dryness values of 25%.

